ABSTRACT

Two-stage robust optimization problems constitute one of the hardest optimization problem classes. One of the solution approaches to this class of problems is $K$-adaptability. This approach simultaneously seeks the best partitioning of the uncertainty set of scenarios into $K$ subsets, and optimizes decisions corresponding to each of these subsets. In general case, it is solved using the $K$-adaptability branch-and-bound algorithm, which requires exploration of exponentially-growing solution trees. To accelerate finding high-quality solutions in such trees, we propose a machine learning-based node selection strategy. In particular, we construct a feature engineering scheme based on general two-stage robust optimization insights that allows us to train our machine learning tool on a database of resolved B&B trees, and to apply it as-is to problems of different sizes and/or types. We experimentally show that using our learned node selection strategy outperforms a vanilla, random node selection strategy when tested on problems of the same type as the training problems, also in case the $K$-value or the problem size differs from the training ones.
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1 Introduction

Many optimization problems solved for real-life applications are affected by data uncertainty or caused by errors in the forecast, implementation, or measurement. Robust optimization (RO) [Ben-Tal et al., 2009] is one of the key paradigms designed to solve such problems where the goal is to find an optimal solution among the ones that remain feasible for all realizations of the data within an uncertainty set. This set includes all reasonable data outcomes. A specific class of RO problems comprises two-stage problems in which some decisions are implemented before the uncertain data is known (here-and-now decisions), and other decisions are implemented after the uncertain data is revealed (wait-and-see decisions). Such a problem can be formulated as

$$\min_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \max_{z \in \mathcal{Z}} \min_{y \in \mathcal{Y}} \{bc(z)^T x + d(z)^T y : T(z)x + W(z)y \leq h(z), \ \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}\}, \ \ (1)$$

where $x \in \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^{N_x}$ and $y \in \mathcal{Y} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^{N_y}$ are the here-and-now and wait-and-see decisions, respectively, and a scenario $z$ is the vector of initially unknown data belonging to the uncertainty set $\mathcal{Z} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^{N_z}$. Solving problem (1) is difficult in general, since $\mathcal{Z}$ might include an infinite number of scenarios, and hence given $x$, different values of $y$ might be optimal. Due to this caveat, finding optimal $x$ is an NP-hard problem [Guslitzer, 2002].

To circumvent this difficulty, alternative modelling simplifications have been proposed. The first one is to use so-called decision rules which aid in explicitly formulating the second-stage decision $y$ as a function of $x$, where the parameters of the function become first-stage decision variables next to $x$; for example see [Ben-Tal et al., 2004]. Another approach is iteratively partitioning the set $\mathcal{Z}$ into smaller subsets in a nested way and assigning a separate copy of the decision variable $y$ to each of the subsets. The partitioning is then refined with subsequent solution rounds, and the decisions become increasingly customized to the subset of $\mathcal{Z}$ they correspond to.
In this paper, we shall consider a third canonical approach to \[1\] known as \(K\)-adaptability. With this approach, a restriction is made that at most \(K\) possible wait-and-see decisions are to be constructed, and the decision maker must select one of those. The values of the possible decisions \(y_k\) become the first-stage variables, and the problem boils down to

\[
\min_{x \in X, y \in Y} \max_{z \in \mathcal{Z}} \min_{k \in K} \{bc(z) \cdot x + d(z) \cdot y_k : T(z) \cdot x + W(z) \cdot y_k \leq h(z), \ \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}, \forall k \in K\},
\]

where \(\mathcal{K} = \{1, \ldots, K\}\) and \(Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_K\}\). Although the solution space of \(2\) is finite-dimensional, it remains an NP-hard problem. For certain restricted cases, formulation \(2\) can be equivalently rewritten as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model [Hanasusanto et al., 2015].

The above formulation implies that for given \(x \in X\) and \(z \in \mathcal{Z}\), there is one (or more) decision \(y_k, k \in K\) which satisfies \(T(z) \cdot x + W(z) \cdot y_k \leq h(z)\). Among the decision pairs \((x, y_k)\) there exists one (or more) \(k \in K\) for which the objective function value is minimal. Looking at \(2\) from the point of view \(y_k\), we can say that for each \(y_k\), we can identify a subset \(\mathcal{Z}_k\) of \(\mathcal{Z}\) for which a given \(y_k\) is optimal. The union of sets \(\mathcal{Z}_k, k \in K\) is equal to \(\mathcal{Z}\) although they need not be mutually disjoint (but a mutually disjoint partition of \(\mathcal{Z}\) can be constructed out of it). Consequently, solving \(2\) in two stage robust optimization involves two parts: (i) clustering the set \(\mathcal{Z}\) of possible data realizations, and (ii) optimizing the per-cluster decision in such a way that the objective function corresponding to the most difficult cluster is minimized. Such a simultaneous clustering and per-cluster optimization also occurs for example in retail. A line of \(K\) products is to be designed to attract the largest possible group of customers. The customers are clustered into \(K\) groups, and the nature of the products is guided by the decisions.

In this manuscript, we focus on the general case for which the only existing solution approach is the \(K\)-adaptability branch-and-bound (\(K\)-B&B) algorithm of Subramanyam et al. [2019]. This approach, as opposed to the top-down partitioning of \(\mathcal{Z}\) as done by Bertsimas and Dunning [2010] or Postek and den Hertog [2016], proceeds by gradually building up discrete subsets \(\mathcal{Z}_{k}\) of scenarios beginning with a collection of empty sets. In most practical cases a solution to \(2\), where \(y_1, \ldots, y_K\) are feasible for large enough sets \(\mathcal{Z}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{Z}_K\), is also feasible to the original problem.

The problem, however, lies within knowing which scenarios should be grouped together. In other words, a decision needs to be made on which scenarios of \(\mathcal{Z}\) should be responded to with the same decision. How well this question is answered, determines the (sub)optimality of \(y_1, \ldots, y_K\). In Subramanyam et al. [2019], to determine the best collection, a search tree structure is used to find the optimal partition (see Section 2 for details). The downside of this method is the exponential growth of the search tree, and hence, intractability.

In this work, we introduce a method for learning the best strategy to explore the search tree. To be precise, we learn which nodes in the tree to evaluate next such that the algorithm progresses to an optimal node as fast as possible. We shall achieve it via supervised machine learning (ML). That is, we shall train a node selection model on search trees used to solve \(2\) for different optimization problems of varying sizes, with different values of \(K\).

In design of our method, we are partly inspired by Monte Carlo tree search [Browne et al., 2012] (MCTS), often used for exploring large trees, mainly for applications in combinatorial games. To the best of our knowledge, most research, where a tree search method is combined with ML, focuses on enhancing MCTS such as in the case of AlphaGo [Silver et al., 2016] or branching rules in branch-and-bound for MILP [Bengio et al., 2020]. We do not use MCTS directly, as we want to keep this algorithm exact (which is disregarded for \(K\)-B&B if not all branches are created). We do, however, use ideas of MCTS to create the ML model (see Section 3.4). For an elaborate overview on modifications to MCTS, including those using ML, we refer to [Swiechowski et al., 2022].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the inner workings of the \(K\)-adaptability branch-and-bound to set the stage for our contribution. In Section 3, we outline our ML methodology along with the data generation procedure. Section 4 discusses the results of a numerical study, and Section 5 concludes with some remarks on future works.

2 Preliminaries

It is instructive to think about a solution to problem \(2\) as a solution to a nested clustering and optimization-for-clusters methodology. As already mentioned in Section 1, a feasible solution to \(2\) can be used to construct a partition of the uncertainty set into subsets \(\mathcal{Z}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{Z}_K\) such that \(\bigcup_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{Z}_k = \mathcal{Z}\). Here, decision \(y_k\) is applied in the second time stage if \(z \in \mathcal{Z}_k\). The decision framework associated with a given solution is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: A framework of the $K$-adaptability problem, where we split the uncertainty set (red box) in $K = 2$ parts. Here, $x$ represents the first-stage decisions, and $y_1$ with $y_2$ those of the second-stage.

For such a fixed partition the corresponding optimization problem becomes

\[
\min_{x \in X, y \in Y} \max_{k \in K} \max_{z \in Z_k} \left\{bc(z)^\top x + d(z)^\top y_k \right\}
\]

s.t. \( T(z)x + W(z)y_k \leq h(z), \quad \forall z \in Z_k. \) (3)

The optimal solution to (2) also corresponds to an optimal partitioning of $Z$, and the optimal decisions of (3) corresponding to this partition. The problem of finding an optimal partition and the corresponding decisions has been shown to be NP-hard by Bertsimas and Caramanis [2010]. For that reason, Subramanyam et al. [2019] have proposed a $K$-adaptability branch-and-bound ($K$-B&B) algorithm. In this algorithm, the idea is to gradually build up a collection of finite subsets $\bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K$ of the uncertainty set, such that for each $k \in K$ an optimal solution to (3) with $Z_k = \bar{Z}_k$ is also an optimal solution to (2).

The algorithm uses a two-level approach. In the first level, a master problem is gradually built by solving a sequence of subproblems in the second level, and stops when an optimal solution is found (or a good solution is found whenever an optimality criterion is reached). The master problem solves the $K$-adaptability problem with a given set of scenarios grouped into $K$ subsets. The subproblem finds the scenario for which the current master problem is not robust. The number of possible subsets in which we can place this scenario, gives rise to using a search tree. Then, each node in the tree represents a combination of scenarios, or equivalently, a partition of the uncertainty set. The goal is to find the node with the best partition. An illustration of the search tree is given in Figure 2. The tree grows exponentially and thus only (very) small problems can be solved in reasonable time. The method we propose in the next section evolves around learning a good node selection strategy with the goal of converging to the optimal solution much faster than $K$-B&B.

Figure 2: Search tree for $K$-adaptability branch-and-bound ($K = 2$).
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If for a scenario \( \theta \) for which the current solution is infeasible. That is, for each \( k \), at least one of the following is true:

• the current estimate of \( \theta \) is too low, i.e., \( bc(z)^T x + d(z)^T y_k \leq \theta \);
• at least one of the original constraints is violated, i.e., \( T(z)x + W(z)y_k \leq h(z) \).

If no such scenario exists, then we define the solution \((\theta^{*}, x^{*}, y^{*})\) as a robust solution.

Definition 2.1. A solution \((\theta^{*}, x^{*}, y^{*}_1, \ldots, y^{*}_K)\) to (4) is robust if

\[ \forall z \in \bar{Z}, \exists k \in K : T(z)x^* + W(z)y^*_k \leq h(z), \ bc(z)^T x^* + d(z)^T y^*_k \leq \theta^*. \]

If for a scenario \( z^* \) the above conditions do not hold, the solution \((\theta^*, x^*, y^*)_K\) is not robust and the newly-found scenario is assigned to one of the sets \( \bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K \).

Example 2.1. Consider the following master problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\theta,x,y} & \quad \theta \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \theta \in \mathbb{R}, \ x \in \{0,1\}^2, \ y \in \{0,1\}^2, \\
& \quad z^T x + [3z_1, 2z_2] y_k \leq \theta, \quad \forall z \in \bar{Z}_k, \forall k \in K, \\
& \quad y_k \geq 1 - z, \quad \forall z \in \bar{Z}_k, \forall k \in K, \\
& \quad x + y_k \geq 1, \quad \forall k \in K,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( z \in \{-1, 0, 1\}^2 \). We look at three solutions for different combinations of \( z_1 = [0, 0]^{T}, z_2 = [1, 1]^{T}, \) and \( z_3 = [1, 0]^{T} \). One of them is not robust, and the other ones are but have a different objective value due to the partition. The first partition we consider is \( \bar{Z} = \{z_1, z_2\} \). The corresponding solution to this problem is \( \theta^* = 2 \) with \( x^* = [1, 1]^{T}, y^*_1 = [1, 1]^{T} \) and \( y^*_2 = [0, 0]^{T} \). This solution is not robust since \( z_3 = [1, 0]^{T} \) violates \((\theta^*, x^*, y^*_1, y^*_2)\) in the following constraint for all \( k \in K \):

\[
\begin{align*}
y_1 \notin 1 - z_3 & \iff \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \notin \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \\
y_2 \notin 1 - z_3 & \iff \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \notin \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.
\end{align*}
\]

The second partition we consider is \( \bar{Z} = \{z_1, z_3, z_2\} \), with solution \( \theta^* = 4, x^* = [0, 1]^{T}, y^*_1 = [1, 1]^{T}, \) and \( y^*_2 = [1, 0]^{T} \). There is no \( z \) that violates this solution, which makes it robust. The third partition is \( \bar{Z} = \{z_1, z_2, z_3\} \), with solution \( \theta^* = 3, x^* = [1, 0]^{T}, y^*_1 = [1, 1]^{T}, \) and \( y^*_2 = [0, 1]^{T} \). This solution is also robust. Note that the objective of the second partition is equal to 4 and the objective of this partition 3, which shows that different partitions can significantly influence the quality of the solution.

Mathematically, we formulate the subproblem using the big-\( M \) formulation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{\zeta, z, \gamma} & \quad \zeta \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \zeta \in \mathbb{R}, \quad z \in \bar{Z}, \quad \gamma_{kl} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad (k, l) \in K \times \mathcal{L}, \\
& \quad \sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}} \gamma_{kl} = 1, \quad \forall k \in K, \\
& \quad \zeta + M \gamma_{k0} \leq bc(z)^T x^* + d(z)^T y^*_k - \theta^* + M, \quad \forall k \in K, \\
& \quad \zeta + M \gamma_{kl} \leq l(z)^T x^* + w_l(z)^T y^*_k - h_l(z) + M, \quad \forall l \in \mathcal{L}, \forall k \in K,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( M \) is some big scalar and \( \mathcal{L} \) is the index set of constraints.
When \( \zeta \leq 0 \), we have not found any violating scenario. The solution of the master problem is thus robust. Otherwise, the scenario \( z^* \) that is found is added to one of the sets \( \bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K \). Then, the master problem is re-solved, so that a new solution \((\theta^*, x^*, y^*)\) which is guaranteed to be feasible for \( z^* \) is found.

The key issue is the question to which set \( \bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K \) to assign \( z^* \). As this cannot be determined in advance, all possibilities have to be considered. As illustrated in Figure 2, from each node in the tree we create \( K \) new child nodes by adding the scenario to the \( k \)-th subset of the parent node:

\[
\tau^k = \{ \bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_k \cup \{ z^* \}, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K \}, \quad \forall k \in K,
\]

where \( \tau^k \) is the \( k \)-th child node of node \( \tau \). If somewhere in the tree a solution is found such that \( \theta^* \) is greater than or equal to the value of another robust solution, then the exploration of this branch can be stopped (clearly as more scenarios are added to the sets \( \bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K \), the objective value of the master problem cannot improve).

The pseudocode of \( K \)-B&B is given in Algorithm 2 in the appendix. The tree becomes very deep for two-stage robust optimization problems where many scenarios are needed to have a robust solution. The combination of needing many scenarios and breadth-first search (see line 13 in Algorithm 2), results in having to explore many nodes before finding an optimal robust solution. Moreover, the tree becomes wider when the number of \( K \) increases in size. Due to these issues, the size of the tree explodes and solving the problem to optimality becomes computationally intractable.

Our goal is therefore to investigate if ML can be used to make informed decisions regarding the assignment of newly found scenarios \( z^* \) to the discrete subsets, so that a smaller search tree has to be explored in a shorter time before a high-quality robust solution is found.

### 3 ML methodology

We propose a method that enhances the node selection strategy of the \( K \)-B&B algorithm [Subramanyam et al., 2019]. Our method relies on four steps:

1. **Decision on what and how we want to predict**: Section 3.1
2. **Feature engineering**: Section 3.2
3. **Label construction**: Section 3.3
4. **Using partial \( K \)-B&B trees for training data generation**: Section 3.4

Finally, all these steps are combined into an algorithm in \( K \)-B&B-NODESELECTION (Section 3.5).

#### 3.1 Learning setup

Our aim is to construct a good node selection strategy that finds the optimal (or very good) solution fast. As there is no clearly well-performing node selection strategy for \( K \)-B&B, we cannot simply try to imitate one but investigate what choices a good strategy would make. We will focus on learning how to make good decisions about the order of inspecting child nodes in each of the branching situations, the scope of this discussion is illustrated with rounded-square boxes in Figure 3.

We first solve many optimization problems of the form (2) using the original \( K \)-B&B algorithm and use the resulting B&B trees to construct a dataset on which we shall train an ML model that will help us rank the child nodes of each parent node.

To rank the child nodes in the order they ideally be explored, one of the ways is to have a certain form of child node information whether selecting this node is \textit{good} or \textit{bad}. In other words, how likely is a node to guide us towards a high-quality robust solution fast. Indeed, this shall be exactly the quantity that we predict with our models.
To train such a model, based on many solved B&B trees we will construct a dataset consisting of the following input-output pairs:

- **Input:** feature vector $F$ of the decision to insert a new scenario to a subset. Details will be explained in Section 3.2.
- **Output:** $[0, 1]$ label that informs whether a given insertion was a good one, based on an ex-post constructed proxy strategy: 'what would have been the best node selection strategy, if we had known the entire tree?'. Details will be explained in Section 3.3.

Once the predictive model is trained, we can apply it to the search tree where in each iteration we predict for all $K$ child nodes a $[0, 1]$ score, which is denoted by $\mu(\cdot)$. The child node with the highest score will be explored first (see Figure 4).

Formally, the working order of the trained method shall be as follows:

1. **Process node.** Solve master and subproblem in current node $n$. If prune conditions hold, then select a new node. Otherwise, continue to Step 2.
2. **Compute features.** For each one of the $K$ child nodes, generate a vector of features $F^1_n, \ldots, F^K_n$ (see Section 3.2 for details).
3. **Predict.** For each child node $k$, predict the goodness score with a trained ML model $\mu$ on input $F^k_n$.

4. **Node selection.** Select the child node with the highest probability. Thus, if $\mu(F^k_n) > \mu(F^{k*}_n) \ \forall k \in \mathcal{K}\setminus\{k^*\}$, we select the $k^*$-th child node.

**Generalization potential of the model.** It is desirable for an ML tool to be applicable to data that is different from the one on which it is trained. In the context of an ML model constructed to help solve optimization problems, this means the potential to use a given method on various optimization problems of various sizes, with different values of $K$.

Indeed, we shall demonstrate the generality of our node selection method. First, we note that each parent node-child node pair corresponds to one data point, hence, training on a problem with a certain value of $K$ does not prevent us from using it for different values of $K$. Next to that, we shall construct our training dataset so that the trained model becomes independent of (i) the instance size of the problems, and (ii) the type of objective function and constraints. How this is done will be explained in Section 3.2.

### 3.2 Feature engineering

If we take a look at a single rounded box in Figure 3, the ML model we are about to train is going to give a goodness score to the assignment of the newly-found scenario to a child node. This assignment depends on the parent node and the scenario.

Therefore, we need to design features which we group in two types: (i) state features that describe the master problem and the subproblem solved in the parent node, (ii) scenario features that describe the assignment of a newly-found scenarios to one of the subsets $\mathcal{Z}_k$. In what follows, we present the feature list:

1. **State features.** This type of input describes the parent node $n$ we move from. This could be described as the current state of the algorithm. Different states might benefit from different strategies. Hence, adding information of the current node might increase the prediction performance. This also means that all the child nodes have the same state features: $s^k_n = s_n$ for all $k \in \mathcal{K}$. These features are listed in Table 1. In order to scale the values, we always initialize a tree search with a so-called initial run. This is a random depth-first node selection, where we stop until robustness is reached. This is also called a dive. The following values are taken from this initial run:
   - $\theta^0$: objective of the robust solution found in the initial run.
   - $\zeta^0$: the violation of the root node.
   - $\kappa^0$: depth reached in the initial run.

   In the experiments, multiple initial runs are done. The average of $\theta^0$, $\zeta^0$, and $\kappa^0$ over the dives is then used for scaling.

2. **Scenario features.** What $K$-B&B essentially does is placing the scenarios together into subsets. Intuitively, scenarios contained in the same group should have similar characteristics. Therefore, the features for each node are constructed in the following way: each newly found scenario $z^*$ is assigned a set of characteristics, or attributes. Based on the attributes of the new scenario, and the attributes of the scenarios already grouped into the $K$ subsets, we formulate the input of one data point. We will first look closer at the different scenario attributes before giving the precise formulation of this input. Some of the scenario attributes can be directly determined from the master problem. Others are extracted from easily solvable problems. Namely, the deterministic problem and the static problem. The deterministic problem is a version of the problem where the scenario $z^*$ is considered to be the only one, which results in a deterministic problem. For the static problem, we first solve the first-stage decisions for all scenarios in the uncertainty set. Then, we combine the initially found first-stage decisions with the scenario $z^*$ to determine the second-stage decision. This is a naive approach for solving a two-stage robust optimization problem for a realized scenario $z^*$. The full list of attributes are briefly described in Table 2 and in more detail in Appendix A.

As our goal will be to use the trained model possibly on problems different from the ones used to generate the database (in terms of problem type, problem size, or the value of $K$), we shall engineer the features to keep them independent from the problem size or type.

In Tables 1-2 we give an outline of the two feature types that we construct. For a detailed description of how they are computed, we refer the reader to Appendix A.
Table 1: State features. $\theta$ is the objective function value, $\theta^0$ is the objective function value found in the initial run, $\theta^p$ is the objective function value found in the parent node, $\zeta$ is the violation, $\zeta^0$ is the violation of the initial (empty) node, $\zeta^p$ is the violation of the parent node, $\kappa$ is the depth, and $\kappa^0$ is the depth of the initial run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>State feature name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Relative objective values of this node to the first robust solution</td>
<td>$\theta / \theta^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Objective difference</td>
<td>Difference of objective w.r.t. the parent node</td>
<td>$\theta / \theta^p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Violation</td>
<td>Relative violation with respect to the first violation found</td>
<td>$\zeta / \zeta^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Violation difference</td>
<td>Difference of violation w.r.t. the parent node</td>
<td>$\zeta / \zeta^p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>Relative depth of this node to the depth of the first robust solution</td>
<td>$\kappa / \kappa^0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Attributes assigned to scenario $z^*$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Attribute name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Scenario values</td>
<td>Vector of scenario values $z^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constraint distance</td>
<td>A measure for the change of the feasibility region when $z^*$ is added to a subset. We look at the distance between the constraints already in the master problem, and the one to be added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scenario distance</td>
<td>With this attribute we measure how far away $z^*$ is from not being a violating scenario, for each of the $k$ subsets. This is done by looking at the constraints in the space of $Z$, given the current solutions $x$ and $y^k$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Constraint slacks</td>
<td>The slack values of the uncertain constraint per subset decisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master problem: 
- 5 Objective function value: The objective function value of the deterministic problem
- 6 First-stage decisions: First-stage decisions of deterministic problem
- 7 Second-stage decisions: Second-stage decisions of deterministic problem

Deterministic problem: 
- 8 Objective function value: The objective function value of the static problem
- 9 Second-stage decisions: Second-stage decisions of static problem

Static problem: 

The state features in Table 1 are readily problem-independent. However, this is not the case for the scenario attributes described in Table 2. They are for example instance-size dependent. Moreover, in node selection, we place the new scenario to a group of other scenarios. Therefore, the features are constructed with the goal of describing the relation of the new to the current scenarios. This is achieved by getting the attribute distance between these scenarios:

$$
\delta^k_f = \frac{\|a^k_f:z^* - \frac{1}{|\tilde{Z}_k|} \sum_{z \in \tilde{Z}_k} a^k_f:z\|_2}{|a^k_f:z^*|}, \quad \forall k \in K, \forall f \in \{1, \ldots, 9\},
$$

where $\delta^k_f$ is the attribute distance of the new scenario $z^*$ to subset $\tilde{Z}_k$ and $a^k_f:z$ is the data vector related to the $f$-th attribute (of Table 2) for the $k$-th child node. Then, the scenario features of the $K$ child nodes are as follows:

$$
d^k_n = \left[ \delta^k_1, \ldots, \delta^k_9 \right]^T, \quad \forall k \in K.
$$

The dimension of $a^k_f:z$ depends on $f$. For instance, for attribute 1 (scenario values), $\dim(a^1_f) = \dim(z)$. For attribute 4 (constraint slacks), the dimension depends on the number of uncertain constraints in the problem. By using Eq. (6), the features per data point are independent of the instance size and the problem specific properties. Then, the input of the ML model for the $k$-th child of node $n$ is given by $F^k_n = [s_n(d^k_n)^T]^T$. 

---
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In Figure 5 we outline the feature generation procedure. Steps 2 and 5 indicate how new attributes need to be generated for each generated for every child node. In practice many attributes are the same for all subsets, and the attributes that do differ are the master problem-based ones, which are easily computed.

3.3 Label construction

To learn how to move a new scenario to one of the subsets $\mathcal{Z}_k$, we need another piece of the input-output pairs in our database – labels that would indicate how good, ex post, it was to perform a given assignment, i.e. how likely a given assignment is to lead the search strategy towards a good solution.

We shall assume that given a $K$-B&B tree, a good solution is a robust solution with objective that belongs to the best $\alpha\%$ of robust solutions throughout the tree. Given this definition, we will now introduce a notion of scenario-to-set assignments and illustrate a method of constructing labels $q$.

We define $p_\nu$ – the probability of node $\nu$ leading to a good robust solution. Either this node or one of its successors gives a good solution. If this node is selected, one of a finite (possibly large) number of leaves is reached with depth-first search. Leaves are the nodes in the search tree where pruning happened (a robust solution or a worse solution than the incumbent). Then, $p_\nu$ is the fraction of leaves in which a good robust solution is found:

$$p_\nu = \frac{g_\nu}{M_\nu},$$

where $g_\nu$ is the number of good solutions and $M_\nu$ is the number of leaves under node $\nu$.

Given the above definition, we will define a node $\nu$ as good if the probability $p_\nu$ of it leading to a good robust solution is higher than some threshold:

$$q_\nu = \begin{cases} 1 & p_\nu \geq \epsilon \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

where $q_\nu \in \{0, 1\}$ is the quality of node $\nu$, $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$ the threshold, and $p_\nu \in [0, 1]$ the probability of success.

**Example 3.1.** Consider the tree depicted in Figure 6. For three nodes in the search tree, its sub tree (consisting of all its successors) and leaves (coloured nodes) are shown. Red coloured nodes represent bad, and green nodes represent good robust solutions. Then, the quality of the three nodes can be calculated as follows: First calculate the success probabilities $p_\nu$ with Eq. (7), that is,

$$p_1 = \frac{1}{4}, \quad p_2 = \frac{0}{2} = 0, \quad p_3 = \frac{2}{5}.$$

If we have $\epsilon = \frac{1}{5}$ as threshold, we get with Eq. (8):

$$q_1 = 1_{\{p_1 \geq \epsilon\}} = 1, \quad q_2 = 1_{\{p_2 \geq \epsilon\}} = 0, \quad q_3 = 1_{\{p_3 \geq \epsilon\}} = 1.$$  

The first and third nodes would have been good node selections, whereas the second selection would have been a bad one.
In practice, we do not know for a node $\nu$ how many underlying leaves are good and bad. This is the reason that in this method we will predict $q_\nu$ with a model $\mu$. We will also call this model the strategy model (or function) since it guides us in making node selections.

3.4 Training data generation

Our goal is to learn a supervised ML model $\mu(F_\nu) = \hat{q}_\nu$, where $\mu$ is the strategy function, $F_\nu$ denotes the input features, and $\hat{q}_\nu$ is the prediction of the quality of moving to node $\nu$. To train this model, we first need to generate training data. Given a single tree, the difficulty of generating data does not lie in the input, but in the output: an expert is needed to determine the correct values of $\hat{q}_\nu$ for its nodes. Consider the following; if nodes of the entire tree are processed (i.e. solving master and subproblem), we could easily find the paths from the root to good solutions. Then, all the nodes in these paths would get the values $\hat{q}_\nu = 1$, and all others $\hat{q}_\nu = 0$. Or equivalently, the success probabilities would be set to $p_\nu > \epsilon$. Since the trees grow exponentially, this approach is not practical.

As already mentioned in the introduction, a popular method for exploring decision trees is Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [Browne et al., 2012]. This method is often used when dealing with intractable trees. By randomly running deep in the tree, knowledge on the search space is gained. In our method, we use the idea of random runs to mimic an expert, and hence, label the data points. Generating training data is done as follows (see Figure 7 for an illustration):

1. Get instance. Generate an instance of a two-stage robust optimization problem. This is the root node.
2. Initial run. For getting some information for the features, one (or multiple) dives are executed.
3. Initialize search tree. Process all nodes up to a predetermined level $L$ of the tree. Generate features for each of the explored nodes.
4. Downward pass. Per node $\nu \in \{1, \ldots, N_L\}$ of the $L$-th layer ($N_l$ is the number of nodes of the $l$-th layer), perform dives for a total of $R$ times.
5. Probability of bottom nodes. Set probability $p_{L,\nu}$ of each node $\nu \in \{1, \ldots, N_L\}$ in layer $L$ as

   $$p_{L,\nu} = \frac{g_\nu}{R},$$

   where $g_\nu \in \{0, \ldots, R\}$ is the number of good solutions from the samples of the $\nu$-th node in layer $L$. Note that this is equal to Eq. (7) with $M_\nu = R$.
6. Upward pass. Propagate the probabilities $p_{l,\nu}$ upwards through the tree, for all nodes $\nu \in \{1, \ldots, N_l\}$, for all levels $l \in \{L-1, \ldots, 1\}$, as follows:

   $$p_{l,\nu} = \mathbb{P}(\text{at least one child node is successful})$$
   $$= 1 - \mathbb{P}(\text{no successful child nodes})$$
   $$= 1 - \prod_{k \in \mathcal{K}} (1 - p_{l+1,k}),$$
where $p_{k,l,n}^l$ is the $k$-th child of node $n$ of layer $l$ (while this child node is in the $(l+1)$-th level). Note that $p_{l+1,n'}^l = p_{l,n}^{l+1}$ for some $n \in \{1, \ldots, N_l\}$ and $n' \in \{1, \ldots, N_{l+1}\}$.

7. **Label nodes:** Determine the label $\hat{q}_{l,n}$ for nodes $n \in \{1, \ldots, N_l\}$ for levels $l \in \{2, \ldots, L\}$ by applying Eq. (8).

---

**Figure 7:** Downward and upward pass for generating training data. The blue layer represents the $L$-th layer in the tree from which random runs are made.

The advantage of this structure is that both bad and good decisions are well represented in the dataset. However, it only consists of input-output pairs of the top $L$ levels. This is not necessarily a disadvantage. If good decisions are made in the top part of the tree, the search space becomes much smaller; good decisions in the beginning are more important than further down in the tree. Nevertheless, as will be explained in the following section, most features of the data are independent of the depth of the tree. Therefore, even though only this part is represented in the training data, the model can still be useful for nodes in deeper levels.

The steps of the training method are applied to one instance. In order to get more diverse data, this method could be applied to multiple instances. These instances, as well as Step 4 of the method can be run in parallel.

### 3.5 Complete node selection algorithm

This section puts all of the steps above in one algorithm. Essentially, $K$-B&B is enhanced with three procedures: (i) node selection, (ii) feature engineering, and (iii) training data generation. The hyperparameters we choose in one procedure may influence the best parameter decision in another. One example of this is the problem we choose for generating training data ($P_{\text{train}}$) and the problem we use for testing ($P_{\text{test}}$). If these problems are the same, then the results are most likely better than when two different problems are chosen. Recall that this is possible with the way features are constructed. This also holds for the value of $K$ used for training ($K_{\text{train}}$) and for testing ($K_{\text{test}}$), and for the instance size $N$ ($N_{\text{train}}$ vs. $N_{\text{test}}$).

A less straightforward hyperparameter is the following. When data is generated, all nodes up to a predetermined level $L$ are labelled. This means that only the top part of the tree is represented in the data set. Therefore, it might be the case that only applying node selection up to a certain level is better than applying it everywhere. Then from a certain depth on, random node selections are done. Moreover, applying node selection takes time; features need to be constructed for each child node, and the ML model needs to be called. Therefore, if the predictor is not performing accurately at a certain level, it might be better to do random selection instead. We define $L_{\text{train}}$ as the level chosen for making training data and $L_{\text{test}}$ as the level up to where the model is used. The $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION algorithm (1) has two preprocessing steps:

1. **StrategyModel** (Procedure 3 in the appendix): In this step, we first generate the data by applying 1-4 with which we then train the ML model.

2. **InitialRun** (Procedure 4 in the appendix): Before searching the tree for good nodes, we start with a random dive through the tree. This is done for getting the values of $\theta^0$, $\zeta^0$, and $\kappa^0$, which are needed to scale the features (see Table 1).
4 Experiments

In this section, we wish to answer the following question: Is it possible to learn a node selection strategy that generalizes (i) to other problem sizes, (ii) to different values of $K$, and (iii) to various problems?

We answer this question by a detailed study of two problems: capital budgeting (with loans) and shortest path [Subramanyam et al., 2019]. The problem formulations are given in Appendix C. This section is set up as follows: First, the effectiveness of the original $K$-B&B is tested on the problems. Then, we compare $K$-B&B to $K$-B&B-NODESELECT. We shall observe that the results obtained with our approach are very promising.

The code of our experiments, available at https://github.com/estherjulien/KAdaptNS, is written in Python and can be used to reproduce our results. For solving the MILPs, Gurobi 9.1.1 [Gurobi Optimization, LLC, 2022] is used. All computations of generating training data, $K$-B&B, and $K$-B&B-NODESELECT are performed on an Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPU @ 2.1 GHz with 96 GB RAM. Training of the ML model is executed on an Intel Core i7-10610U CPU @ 1.8 GHz with 16 GB RAM.

Algorithm 1: $K$-B&B-NODESELECT

Input : Test instance $P_{test}^N$ (test), train instances $P_{train}^N$ (train), number of partitions for training $K_{train}$, testing $K_{test}$, level for training $L_{train}$ and testing $L_{test}$, quality threshold $\epsilon$, number of random dives per node $R$

Output : Objective value $\theta$, first-stage decisions $x$, second-stage decisions $y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_K\}$

Initialization : Incumbent partition: $\tau^* := \{\hat{Z}_1, \ldots, \hat{Z}_K\}$, where $\hat{Z}_k = \emptyset$ for all $k \in K$, set containing all node partitions yet to explore: $\mathcal{N} := \{\tau^*\}$, incumbent solution: $(\theta^*, x^*, y^*) := (\infty, 0, 0)$

// Preprocessing
1 model ← STRATEGYMODEL($P_{train}^N$, $P_{train}^N$, $P_{train}^N$, $K_{train}$, $L_{train}$, $\epsilon$, $R$) // using Procedure 3
2 scaling info ← INITIALRUN($P_{test}^N$, $K_{test}$) // using Procedure 4
3 // Tree search
4 while $\mathcal{N}$ not empty do
5   if no solution yet or previous node pruned then
6     Select a random node with partition $\tau = \{\hat{Z}_1, \ldots, \hat{Z}_K\}$ from $\mathcal{N}$, then $\mathcal{N} \leftarrow \mathcal{N} \setminus \{\tau\}$
7   else
8     $\tau := \{\hat{Z}_1, \ldots, \hat{Z}_K \cup \{z^*\}, \ldots, \hat{Z}_K\}$
9     $(\theta^*, x^*, y^*) \leftarrow$ master problem($\tau$)
10    if $\theta^* > \theta^*$ then
11       Prune tree since current objective is worse than best solution found, continue to line 4
12     end
13     $(z^*, \zeta) \leftarrow$ subproblem($\theta^*, x^*, y^*$)
14     if $\zeta > 0$ then
15       Solution not robust. Create $K$ new branches.
16       if current level is more than $L_{test}$ then
17         $k^* \leftarrow$ random uniform sample$([1, K])$
18       else
19         Create feature vectors for $K$ child nodes.
20         $(D_1, \ldots, D_K) \leftarrow$ generate features(scaling info, $\theta$, $\zeta$) // using steps of Section 3.2
21         $k^* \leftarrow$ predict node qualities($D_1, \ldots, D_K$, model)
22       end
23     Make $K$ new branches, of which the $k^*$-th is selected.
24     for $k \in [1, \ldots, K] \setminus \{k^*\}$ do
25       $\tau^k := \{\hat{Z}_1, \ldots, \hat{Z}_k \cup \{z^*\}, \ldots, \hat{Z}_K\}$
26       $\mathcal{N} \leftarrow \mathcal{N} \cup \{\tau^k\}$
27     end
28     else
29       Current solution robust, prune tree.
30       $(\theta^*, x^*, y^*, \tau) \leftarrow (\theta^*, x^*, y^*, \tau)$
31     end
32 end
33 return $(\theta^*, x^*, y^*, \tau)$
4.1 Performance of $K$-B&B

In our experiments, we investigate the potential of improving the node selection strategy with ML. For that reason, it is important to identify problems on which such an improvement matters, i.e., where there is a big variability in the quality of robust solutions corresponding to different scenario set partitions and therefore, time invested in searching for a good partition matters.

To identify such problems, we run $K$-B&B on several problems. Compared to the algorithm in Subramanyam et al. [2019], we made some minor changes in $K$-B&B:

- Instead of breadth-first, depth-first search is done with random node selection.
- In the starting node selection step (Step 2 Algorithm 2), a random node is taken from $\mathcal{N}$ instead of the first one.

The quantity we are interested in is the relative change in the objective function value (OFV). That is, the OFV of the first robust solution divided by the last (or the best) one after 30 minutes. The higher the value, the more potential there is for a smart node selection strategy.

First, we consider the capital budgeting and the shortest path problems, only mentioned now and formally described later, for which the results are in Figure 8. We observed that the objective function values of the capital budgeting instances are changing more than those of shortest path (in which nodes of a graph are located on a 2D plane). This is why we implemented another instance type for shortest path: graph with nodes located on a 3D sphere (See Appendix C.2). The OFV differences for these instances are still smaller than those of capital budgeting, but more than for the ‘normal’ type. Therefore, further experiments on shortest path were conducted with the sphere instances alone.

![Figure 8: Objective function value (OFV) difference (in %) for capital budgeting and shortest path with ‘normal’ and ‘sphere’ instances, within 30 minutes using $K$-B&B. For each problem type, experiments were done for 100 instances per $K \in \{2, \ldots , 6\}$ and instance size. The 75% confidence interval (CI) is also given as shaded strips along the curves.](image)

Another problem on which we ran $K$-B&B was the knapsack problem parameterized by the combination of the capacity ($c$), the number of items ($N_{ks}$), and the maximum deviation of the profit of items (i.e. the uncertainty parameter $\gamma$). For this problem we considered instances of a similar size as the earlier problems, fixing $K = 4$ and $N_{ks} = 100$ and tested $K$-B&B on 16 instances for all combinations of $c \in \{0.05, 0.15, 0.35, 0.5\}$ and $\gamma \in \{0.05, 0.15, 0.35, 0.5\}$. The OFV differences (in percentages) are given in Table 3, where it is visible that different partitions barely play a role. Any random robust solution seems to be performing well. Thus, node selection will most likely not enhance $K$-B&B for knapsack and will therefore not be tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.35</th>
<th>0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solving problem instances with $K$-B&B takes a long time, where we have to think in the range of multiple hours until optimality is proven. This also holds for small size instances. After having studied the convergence over runtime, we
have fixed the time limit to 30 minutes for all the problem instances. For capital budgeting with \((N, K) = (10, 2)\) all instances could be solved within 30 minutes. For the same instance size and \(K = 3\), 25 out of 100 are solved, only one for \(K = 4\), and none for larger \(K\). For the 3D shortest path problem with the smallest instance size and \(K = 2\), only six instances are solved.

### 4.2 Experimental setup \(K\)-B&B-NODESELECTION

In our experiments, we also investigate what would be a good node selection strategy in \(K\)-B&B that would perform well after it is trained on a selection problems and then applied to other problems. Naturally, we are interested in generalization of trained tools to different instance sizes, \(K\), and problem types. To this end, we have performed an ablation-study described in Table [4] where each row informs about the similarity of the testing problem instances, compared to the training ones.

Table 4: Different types of experiments (EXP), where the instance size \(N, K\), and the problem itself can be different for training and testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Instance size (N)</th>
<th>Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXP1</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP2</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP3</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP4</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP5</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP6</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problems we study are the capital budgeting problem with loans (See [C.1]) and the shortest path problem on a sphere (See [C.2]). We now describe the design choices we made regarding the ML model and data generation. As our focus lies in how ML is used for optimization and not in differences between ML models, we select a frequently-used model: random forest of scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al., 2011] with default settings. We note that the training times do not exceed a couple of minutes for different data sets.

As for the data generation process, it is governed by \texttt{StrategyModel} (Procedure 3), driven by the following parameters: \(I\) (number of training instances), \(L^{\text{train}}\) (depth level used in training data), and \(R\) (number of dives per node). In these experiments, we instead made them depend on \(T\) – the total duration in hours, and \(\epsilon\) – the time per training instance in minutes. First, we set \(I = 60T/\epsilon\). Selection of the right \(L^{\text{train}}\) value is more challenging since for some problem instances the master problem takes a lot more time or deep trees are needed. Therefore, to get sufficiently many random dives for each node in \(L^{\text{train}}\) within the time limit, we make \(L^{\text{train}}\) depend negatively on the total duration of the initial run (\texttt{INITIALRUN}, Procedure 4). This means that if a random dive takes a long time, the number of starting nodes should be lower, and therefore, the value of \(L^{\text{train}}\) should also decrease. Finally, the number of dives per node (\(R\)) depends on how many nodes we have in level \(L^{\text{train}}\) and the time we have for the instance (\(\epsilon\)).

First, the experiments of EXP1-EXP4 are performed on the capital budgeting and shortest path problem. Then, the experiments, where the training and testing problems are mixed, are conducted (EXP5 and EXP6). Finally, we discuss the feature importance of the random forest models we used in the experiments.

### 4.3 Capital budgeting

The capital budgeting problem is a two-stage robust optimization problem where investments in a total of \(N_{cb}\) projects can be made in two time periods. In the first period, the cost and revenue of these projects are uncertain. In the second period, these values are known but an extra penalty needs to be paid for postponement. The MILP formulation of capital budgeting has uncertain objective function and fixed number of uncertain constraints. Moreover, the dimension of the uncertainty set is fixed to four for all instance sizes. For the full description, see Section [C.1].

Recall that we have more parameters than the ones being tested in the ablation study: \(L^{\text{test}}\) (level up to where node selection is performed), \(\epsilon\) (quality threshold of (8)), and \(T\) and \(\epsilon\) for generating training data. These parameters will be tuned in the first part of the experiments.

**Parameter tuning (with Type EXP1).** For this type of experiments, we use the same \(K\) and \(N\) for testing and training. We have only trained on the smallest instance size: \(N_{cb} = 10\), but for all \(K \in \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6\}\). For different values of \(K\), we noticed that different hyperparameters for generating training data were performing well. In Appendix [D.1] we tuned the parameter \(\epsilon\) (minutes spend per training instance) based on the number of data points obtained in total, together with some other information. The testing accuracy scores for different data sets we trained on, range between 0.92-0.99 (see Figure 5).
We will next consider the performances of K-B&BB-NODESELECTION and K-B&BB to tune the values of $L^{test}$ (level up to which node selection is performed) and $\epsilon$ (quality threshold) using the sets $L^{test} \in \{5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50\}$ and $\epsilon \in \{0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4\}$. Since there are 30 combinations per K value, we only considered K \(\in \{4, 6\}\). The results are shown in Figure 9. The plots in this figure show that using a low value for $\epsilon$ and high $L^{test}$ gives the best results for both values of K. Thus, it seems that when a node $n$ has success probability $p_n$ larger than zero, this is already considered a good quality node. This is not strange when we look at the distribution of $p_n$ (Figure 26 in the appendix): there is a large tail at zero. Moreover, the values of $L^{train}$ (ranging from 4-10, see Table 5) are much lower than the well-performing values of $L^{test}$ (around 40). For further experiments of capital budgeting, we fix $\epsilon = 0.05$. Since such high values of $L^{test}$ outperform lower ones, we also consider the possibility of applying it always ($L^{test} = \infty$, perform node selection in each level), while having fixed $\epsilon = 0.05$. This option is analyzed in Figure 17, Appendix D.1. We noticed that choosing $L^{test} = \infty$ performs well for $K = 6$ but for lower values of K, choosing $L^{test} = 40$ gives even better solutions. Therefore, we continue the experiments with $L^{test} = 40$.

![Figure 9: Results of K-B&BB with random dices and K-B&BB-NODESELECTION with combinations of K, L^{test} and $\epsilon$. The plots show the average relative objective function value over runtime of 100 instances for the capital budgeting problem, for N = 10.](image)

Another important parameter is the number of hours spend on generating training data $(T)$. In Figure 10 results are shown for $\mathcal{T} \in \{1, 2, 5, 10\}$ and $K \in \{3, 4, 5, 6\}$. Note that only for $K = 3$ higher values of $\mathcal{T}$ result in a better performance of K-B&BB-NODESELECTION. For the other values of K the performance is similar, or even worse, for higher values of $\mathcal{T}$ compared to lower ones. For further experiments, we shall use $\mathcal{T} = 2$.

![Figure 10: Results of K-B&BB with random dices and K-B&BB-NODESELECTION with combinations of K and $\mathcal{T}$. The plots show the average objective over runtime of 100 instances for the capital budgeting problem, for N = 10.](image)

**Results.** We compare K-B&BB to K-B&BB-NODESELECTION for all combinations of $K^{test}$, $K^{train} \in \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6\}$, and $N_{test} \in \{10, 20, 30\}$. The results of the full set of combinations are displayed in Figure 19 in the appendix.

**EXP1 results.** The results for $K^{train} = K^{test} \in \{3, 4, 5\}$ are shown in Figure 11. As in Figure 8 the shaded strips around the solid curves show the confidence interval. We can see that K-B&BB-NODESELECTION outperforms K-B&BB for all $K$. Moreover, the convergence is steeper: good solutions are found earlier on in the algorithm. For $K \in \{4, 5\}$ the solution is also better when using K-B&BB-NODESELECTION.
**EXP2 results.** Then, if we also apply ML models that are trained with $K_{\text{train}} \neq K_{\text{test}}$, we see that the performance of $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION improves when $K_{\text{train}}$ grows. This indicates that the data obtained with higher values of $K_{\text{train}}$ are more informative than those for lower values. See Figure 12 for an illustration with $K_{\text{test}} = 5$ and $K_{\text{train}} \in \{4, 5, 6\}$. This also holds for other combinations of $K_{\text{test}}$ and $K_{\text{train}}$ (see Figure 29).

**EXP3 and EXP4 results.** In Figure 13 we depict the results for experiments with same $K$ but different instance sizes. For these experiments, $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION performs better. However, the confidence interval of $N_{\text{test}} = 30$ is larger than that of $N_{\text{test}} = 10$. This suggests that testing on higher values of $N$ gives rise to a higher risk. Testing on higher instance sizes for different values of $K$ (Figure 14) has a similar effect as before: higher values of $K_{\text{train}}$ result in a better performance, although marginally for some parameter combinations.
4.4 Shortest path on a sphere

The shortest path problem can be described as a two-stage robust optimization problem where we make the planning of a route from source to target, for which the lengths of the $N_{sp}$ arcs are uncertain. This problem only has second-stage decisions and uncertain objective. The dimension of the uncertainty set grows with the number of arcs in the graph. For the full description, see Section C.2. Since there is only a second-stage, some attributes disappear for this problem: ‘Deterministic first-stage’ (attribute 6), and the static objective problem-related attributes (8 and 9). Hence, we are left with six attributes in total for this problem.

**Parameter tuning (with EXP1).** As we did for the capital budgeting problem, we first tune the parameter $\epsilon$. The details of this parameter tuning are given in Appendix D.2. The testing accuracy scores for different data sets we trained on is a lower than for capital budgeting; between 0.88-0.97 (see Figure 6). Since the distribution of the probability success values on is a lower than for capital budgeting, the quality threshold is set to $\epsilon = 0.05$. In Figure 15, the level is tested again with $L_{test} \in \{5, 10, 20, 40, \infty\}$. Here we see that especially for smaller values of $K$, a higher level of $L_{test}$ outperforms others. Therefore, we choose $L_{test} = \infty$ for the remainder of the experiments.

Figure 14: EXP4 results for $K_{test} = 5$, $K_{train} \in \{4, 5, 6\}$, and $N_{test} \in \{20, 30\}$.

![Figure 14](image)

Figure 15: Results of $K$-B&B with random dives and $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION with combinations of $K$ and $T$. The plots show the average objective over runtime of 100 instances for the shortest path problem, for $N = 20$.

Also note that when $K$ grows, the performances of $K$-B&B and $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION are very similar. For the shortest path problem, we noticed that more training data points led to a substantial performance gain. See Figure 16 for these results. Therefore, for EXP1-EXP4, we choose $T$ for each $K$ separately. For an overview of which parameters are chosen per $K$, see Table 9 in the appendix.
Results. The entirety of the results for all combinations of $K^{test}$, $K^{train}$, and $N^{test}$ for $K$-B&B versus $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION can be found in Figure 30 in the appendix.

EXP1 results. As is visible from Figure 17 even though no better solutions are found (probably because the optimal solution is found early on), it is still noticeable that $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION converges faster than $K$-B&B. This phenomenon is thus consistent over the two problems. The convergence of $K$-B&B over different values of $K^{test}$ differs significantly (e.g. compare $K^{test}$ is 3 to 5). The convergence of $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION is however quite stable across different values of $K^{test}$.

EXP2 results. In Figure 18 we see that for $K^{test} = 4$, $K^{train} = 6$ performs best. This also holds for other values of $K^{test}$, just as it did for the capital budgeting problem.

EXP3 and EXP4 results. We see in Figure 19 that the two algorithms behave very similar. The confidence interval of $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION also grows with $N^{test}$. However, this does not necessarily mean that testing and training on different sizes is not stable: the CI of $K$-B&B is also bigger. Moreover, the CI is mostly in the region below one, which indicates that we mostly have well performing outliers. In Figure 20 we see that for $N^{test} = 40$, $K^{train} = 6$ also performs best. We do not necessarily see this for the biggest instance size.
4.5 Training and testing on different problems

In this section we run the experiments EXP5 and EXP6, where we apply the node selection strategy to a different problem than it has been trained on. Note that the shortest path problem does not have first-stage decisions. This results in the features being a bit different than for the capital budgeting problem. Therefore, to create a model that can be trained by shortest path data, and used for the capital budgeting problem, the first-stage-related attributes are not constructed while running $K$-BB-B-NODE-SELECTION. Full results of these experiments is given in Figure 31 in the appendix.

Figure 19: EXP3 results for $K^{\text{train}} = K^{\text{test}} \in \{3, 4, 5\}$ and $N^{\text{test}} \in \{40, 60\}$.

Figure 20: EXP4 results for $K^{\text{test}} = 4$, $K^{\text{train}} \in \{3, 4, 6\}$, and $N^{\text{test}} \in \{40, 60\}$.

Figure 21: EXP5 results of capital budgeting for $K^{\text{test}} = K^{\text{train}} \in \{3, 4, 5\}$. 

Figure 22: EXP6 results of capital budgeting for $K^{\text{test}} = K^{\text{train}} \in \{3, 4, 6\}$.
Now we show the results of the shortest path problem that uses a ML model trained on capital budgeting data. Due to the mismatch of features, we delete the three first-stage-related features not used by shortest path from the capital budgeting data. We can still use the generated capital budgeting data. For all combinations of $K_{\text{train}}$ and $K_{\text{test}}$, see Figure [23] For an illustration of EXP5, see Figure [23] These plots illustrate that for two out of three values of $K_{\text{test}}$, $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION outperforms $K$-B&B, even though it is trained on data of another problem. More interesting is the following: the performance of different values of $K_{\text{test}}$ with $K_{\text{train}} = 6$ gives very good results. They are as good as the ones trained on shortest path data. For an illustration of this, see Figure [24]

![Figure 22: EXP6 results of capital budgeting for $K_{\text{train}} = 6$ and $K_{\text{test}} \in \{3, 4, 5\}$](image)

![Figure 23: EXP5 results of shortest path for $K_{\text{test}} = K_{\text{train}} \in \{3, 4, 5\}$](image)

![Figure 24: EXP6 results of shortest path for $K_{\text{train}} = 6$ and $K_{\text{test}} \in \{3, 4, 5\}$](image)

### 4.6 Feature importances

We can easily get the important features from a trained random forest model. A higher importance corresponds to that feature being used more often in the trees to split on, where the values sum up to one. The feature importances for each trained (and used) model with respect to $K_{\text{train}} \in \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6\}$ are given in Figure [25] For both the capital budgeting problem and the shortest path, we see that ‘Objective’ has the highest importance. This is the objective function value of the node from which we make the next node selection. A likely reason for the high importance score could be that only nodes with high objective function values are included in the paths that lead to good solutions. However, it does not help us in making the next node selection, unless we would solve the master problem of all $K$ child nodes. However, including this feature might have helped us to limit implicit bias in other features. The other features vary in importance between the two problems; ‘Depth’ seems to be very important for shortest path, where for capital budgeting this feature is not as important. However, for this feature a similar reasoning as for ‘Objective’ holds: it does not help us in making node selections, but higher nodes have a higher success probability by construction.
5 Conclusion and future work

We introduce an algorithm that uses ML to improve a current method for solving two-stage robust optimization problems: the $K$-B&B algorithm [Subramanyam et al. 2019]. $K$-B&B uses a search tree to optimally partition the uncertainty set into $K$ parts and the method we propose uses a supervised machine learning model that learns the best node selection strategy to explore such trees faster.

For this, we designed a procedure for generating training data and formulated the ML features based on our knowledge of two-stage optimization in such a way that they are independent of the size, the value of $K$, and the type of problems on which the ML tool is trained. We experimentally show that our method outperforms $K$-B&B on the problems we test on. We see that when a problem is trained on a smaller instance size, and then applied to the same problem type with bigger instances, our method still outperforms $K$-B&B, although being less stable. Training and testing on entirely different problem types resulted in mixed results.

As $K$-B&B has a tree search structure, we believe that our work can be used to tackle other problems solved by a similar tree search structure, wherever expert knowledge can be used to construct meaningful problem size-independent features.
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A Attribute descriptions

Each scenario gets its own set of attributes. In total there are nine types: one is the scenario vector \( z \) itself (\( a^1_2 = z \)), three are determined by the solutions of the master problem, three are extracted from solving the deterministic problem, and two are taken from solving the static problem.

Master problem-based attributes. For these attributes, only little additional computation is needed. This is due to the fact that the values we use can be taken from the current solution of the master problem. Attributes 2-4 in Table 2 share this property:

2. **Constraint distance.** For the first attribute of the ‘master-problem’ type, we look at the constraints generated by the new scenario \( z^* \). We call these constraints the ‘\( z^*\)-constraints’. When a constraint is added to a problem, the resulting feasible region will always be as large as, or smaller than, the feasible region we had before. When the feasible region is large, the objective value we find is often better than for smaller feasible regions (the optimal value found in the large region may be cut off in the small region). Each subset \( Z_1, \ldots, Z_K \) consists of its own set of scenarios, which translates to its own set of constraints in the master problem. These are the ‘\( Z_k\)-constraints’, for all \( k \in K \). These \( Z_k\)-constraints form a feasibility region for the decision pair \( (x, y_k) \). Ideally, we would calculate the volume of the feasible region whenever the \( z^*\)-constraints are added to the existing feasible regions. However, obtaining this result is computationally intractable. Therefore we only look at the distance between the constraints. We generate the cosine similarity between the \( z^*\)-constraints and the \( Z_k\)-constraints, for each subset separately. When the cosine similarity is high, the distance between the constraints is low. Then, the attribute of the \( k\)-th child node \( a^{k,z^*}_{2,c} \) is the cosine similarity of the \( z^*\)-constraints and the \( Z_k\)-constraints:

\[
a^{k,z^*}_{2,c} = \max_{z \in Z_k} \frac{\gamma_c(z^*) \cdot \gamma_c(z)}{\|\gamma_c(z^*)\| \|\gamma_c(z)\|}, \quad \forall c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}, \quad \forall k \in K,
\]

where \( a^{k,z^*}_{2,c} \in [-1, 1] \) and \( \gamma_c : \mathcal{Z} \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{Y} \) is a function of the left-hand-side of constraint \( c \in \{1, \ldots, C\} \) with input scenario \( z \). The first- and second-stage decisions are variable. Finally, the attribute of the \( k\)-th child node is formulated as \( a^{k,z^*}_{2,c} = [a^{1,z^*}_{2,c}, \ldots, a^{K,z^*}_{2,c}] \). Thus, the length of \( a^{k,z^*}_{2,c} \) is equal to the number of uncertain constraints of the MILP formulation of the problem.

3. **Scenario distance.** Per subset, we wish to know how far away the new scenario \( z^* \) is from not being a violating scenario. We suspect that if the distance is small rather than large, the current solution will not change much. Thus, will not become much worse. This attribute first takes the current solutions of the master problem. Then, for the \( k\)-th subset it determines the distance between each of the following planes (boundaries of constraints of Eq. (4)) and the new scenario \( z^* \in Z \):

\[
c(z)^T x^* + d(z)^T y_k^* - \theta = 0,
T_c(z)x^* + W_c(z)y_k^* - h_c(z) = 0, \quad \forall c \in \{2, \ldots, C\}.
\]

Hence, we need to determine the distance between a plane and a point, for each constraint \( c \in \{1, \ldots, C\} \), where \( c = 1 \) corresponds to the objective function. The point-to-plane distance of the \( c\)-th plane for subset \( k \) is calculated by projecting \( z^* \) on the normal vector of the plane as follows:

\[
\lambda^k_c = \frac{|\rho_c(x^*, y^k) \cdot z^*|}{|\rho_c(x^*, y^k)|}, \quad \forall c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}, \quad \forall k \in K.
\]

where \( \rho_c : \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{Y} \rightarrow \mathcal{Z} \) is a vector of coefficients of constraint \( c \) of Eq. (7). To compare the point-to-plane distance of the \( K \) subsets, we scale over the sum of the distance of the subsets. Then, the attribute is given as:

\[
a^{k,z^*}_{3,c} = \frac{\lambda^k_c}{\sum_{k' \in K} \lambda^{k'}_c}, \quad \forall c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}, \quad \forall k \in K.
\]

4. **Constraint slacks.** This attribute takes the slack values of the uncertain constraints of the master problem for the new scenario \( z^* \) with fixed first- and second-stage decisions \( x^* \) and \( y^*_k \). For the \( k\)-th subset and the constraints \( c \in \{1, \ldots, C\} \), with \( c = 1 \) the objective constraint, we get:

\[
s^1_k = |c(z^*)^T x^* + d(z^*)^T y_k^* - \theta^*|,

\[
s^k_c = |T_c(z^*)^T x^* + W_c(z^*)^T y_k^* - h_c(z^*)|, \quad \forall c \in \{2, \ldots, C\}.
\]

Similarly as with the previous attribute, we compare the slack values of the subsets by scaling over the sum of the slacks of all subsets:

\[
a^{k,z^*}_{4,c} = \frac{s^k_c}{\sum_{k' \in K} s^{k'}_c}, \quad \forall c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}, \quad \forall k \in K.
\]
**Deterministic problem-based attributes.** This problem solves the two-stage robust optimization problem for where the newly found scenario \( z^* \) is the only scenario considered. We call this a deterministic problem, since we no longer deal with uncertainty. The problem is formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\theta^n, x^n, y^n} & \quad \theta^n \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \theta^n \in \mathbb{R}, x^n \in \mathcal{X}, y^n \in \mathcal{Y}, \\
& \quad bc(z^*)^T x^n + d(z^*)^T y^n \leq \theta^n, \\
& \quad T(z^*) x^n + W(z^*) y^n \leq h(z^*). 
\end{align*}
\] (10)

By solving this problem we obtain Attributes 5-7:

5. **Deterministic objective** function value \( \theta^n \),
6. **Deterministic first-stage** decisions \( x^n \),
7. **Deterministic second-stage** decisions \( y^n \).

**Static problem-based attributes.** A very simple method for approximately solving the two-stage robust optimization problem is to first solve the first-stage decision for all scenarios in the uncertainty set. Then, after a realization of uncertainty, we combine this first-stage decision with the scenario to determine the second-stage decision. This is an naive way of solving two-stage robust optimization, thus not optimal for all scenarios. But, it could give us some information on the approximate solutions to scenarios in the problem. Solving the static problem consists of two steps: First, we obtain the static robust first-stage decisions \( \bar{x} \) by solving

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\theta, x, y} & \quad \theta \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \theta \in \mathbb{R}, x \in \mathcal{X}, y \in \mathcal{Y}, \\
& \quad bc(z)^T x + d(z)^T y \leq \theta, \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}, \\
& \quad T(z) x + W(z) y \leq h(z), \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}. 
\end{align*}
\] (11)

This is solved by replacing the uncertain constraints by robust counterparts, see \cite{Ben-Tal2009}. Secondly, by fixing \( x \) to \( \bar{x} \), we obtain the objective value \( \theta^s \) and second-stage decisions \( y^s \) by solving

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\theta^s, y^s} & \quad \theta^s \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \theta^s \in \mathbb{R}, y^s \in \mathcal{Y}, \\
& \quad bc(z^*)^T \bar{x} + d(z^*)^T y^s \leq \theta^s, \\
& \quad T(z^*) \bar{x} + W(z^*) y^s \leq h(z^*). 
\end{align*}
\] (12)

Note that problem (11) is solved only once in the algorithm, while problem (12) needs to be solved for each scenario. By solving this problem we obtain Attributes 8 and 9:

8. **Static objective** function value \( \theta^s \),
9. **Static second-stage** decisions \( y^s \).
The $K$-adaptability branch-and-bound ($K$-B&B) algorithm, as presented in Subramanyam et al. [2019], is given in Algorithm 2. In our implementation of this algorithm, we apply a depth-first search strategy and select a random node of $\mathcal{N}$ instead of the first one.

**Algorithm 2: $K$-B&B**

**Input:** Problem instance $P(N)$ with size $N$, number of partitions $K$

**Output:** Objective value $\theta$, first-stage decisions $x$, second-stage decisions $y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_K\}$, subsets with scenarios $\bar{Z}_k$ for all $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$

**Initialization:** Incumbent partition: $\tau_i := \{\bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K\}$, where $\bar{Z}_k = \emptyset$ for all $k \in K$, set containing all node partitions yet to explore: $N := \{\tau_i\}$, incumbent solutions: $\theta_i := (\infty, \emptyset, \emptyset)$

1. while $N$ not empty do
2. Select the first node with partition $\tau = \{\bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K\}$ from $N$, then $N \leftarrow N \setminus \{\tau\}$
3. if $\theta^* > \theta$ then
4. Prune tree since current objective is worse than best solution found.
5. Continue to line 2
6. $z^*, \zeta^* \leftarrow subproblem(\theta^*, x^*, y^*)$
7. if $\zeta^* > 0$ then
8. Solution not robust, create $K$ new branches.
9. for $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ do
10. $\tau^k := \{\bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_k \cup \{z^*\}, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K\}$
11. $N \leftarrow N \cup \{\tau^k\}$
12. end
13. else
15. $(\theta^i, x^i, y^i, \tau) \leftarrow (\theta^*, x^*, y^*, \tau)$
16. end
17. end
18. return $\theta^i, x^i, y^i, \tau$}

The steps for obtaining the ML model used for node selection consists of two parts: (i) making training data and (ii) training the ML model. More details on these steps are given in Procedure 3.

**Procedure 3: STRATEGYMODEL**

**Input:** Train instances $P_1^{\text{train}}(N^{\text{train}}), \ldots, P_I^{\text{train}}(N^{\text{train}})$

number of partitions for training $K^{\text{train}}$, level for training $L^{\text{train}}$

threshold $\epsilon$ in quality equation (5), $R$ for random dives per node

**Output:** Trained node selection strategy model.

1. Get training data for $I$ instances
2. for $i \in \{1, \ldots, I\}$ do
3. $(D, p_i) \leftarrow generate\,\,data(P_i^{\text{train}}(N^{\text{train}}), K^{\text{train}}, L^{\text{train}}, R)$ // using steps of Section 3.3
4. $q_i \leftarrow quality(p_i, \epsilon)$ // using Eq. (5)
5. end
6. Set model $\leftarrow train\,\,ML\,\,model(\{(D, q_1), \ldots, (D, q_I)\})$
7. return model
For scaling some of the features (see Section 3.2), some information needs to be gathered by some initial dives in the tree. The steps that are followed are given in Procedure 4.

**Procedure 4: INITIALRUN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Test instance $\mathcal{P}<em>{test}(N</em>{test})$, number of partitions for testing $K_{test}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Objective value $\theta$, first-stage decisions $x$, second-stage decisions $y = {y_1, \ldots, y_K}$. Subsets with scenarios $\bar{Z}_k$ for all $k \in {1, \ldots, K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>Incumbent partition: $\tau^i = {\bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K}$, where $\bar{Z}_k = \emptyset$ for all $k \in \mathcal{K}$,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Set $\tau = \tau^i$
2. while solution not robust do
3. \hspace{1em} $(\theta^*, x^*, y^*) \leftarrow$ master problem($\tau$)
4. \hspace{1em} $(z^*, \zeta^*) \leftarrow$ subproblem($\theta^*, x^*, y^*$)
5. \hspace{1em} if $\zeta^* > 0$ then
6. \hspace{2em} Solution not robust, random node selection.
7. \hspace{2em} $k^* \leftarrow$ random uniform sample([1, $K$])
8. \hspace{2em} $\tau := \{\bar{Z}_1, \ldots, \bar{Z}_{k^*} \cup \{z^*\}, \ldots, \bar{Z}_K\}$
9. else
10. \hspace{2em} Robust solution found
11. \hspace{2em} scaling info $\leftarrow (\theta^0, \zeta^0, K^0)$
12. end
13. return scaling info

C Problem formulations

C.1 Capital budgeting with loans

We consider the capital budgeting with loans problem as defined in [Subramanyam et al., 2019], where a company wishes to invest in a subset of $N$ projects. Each project $i$ has an uncertain cost $c_i(z)$ and an uncertain profit $r_i(z)$, defined as

$$c_i(z) = (1 + \Phi_i^T z/2) c_i^0 \quad \text{and} \quad r_i(z) = (1 + \Psi_i^T z/2) r_i^0, \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\},$$

where $c_i^0$ and $r_i^0$ represent the nominal cost and the nominal profit of project $i$, respectively. $\Phi_i^T$ and $\Psi_i^T$ represent the $i$-th row vectors of the sensitivity matrices $\Phi, \Psi \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N_z}$. The realizations of the uncertain vector $z$ belong to the uncertainty set $\mathcal{Z} = [-1, 1]^{N_z}$, where $N_z$ is the dimension of the uncertainty set.

The company can invest in a project either before or after observing the risk factor $z$. In the latter case, the company generates only a fraction $\eta$ of the profit, which reflects a penalty of postponement. However, the cost remains the same as in the case of an early investment. The company has a given budget $B$, which the company can increase by loaning from the bank at a unit cost of $\lambda > 0$, before the risk factors $z$ are observed. A loan after the observation occurs, has a unit cost of $\mu\lambda$, with $\mu > 1$. The objective of the capital budgeting problem is to maximize the total revenue subject to the budget. This problem can be formulated as an instance of the $K$-adaptability problem as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\max_{(x, z) \in \mathcal{X}, (y, y) \in \mathcal{Y}} & \quad \min \max_{z \in \mathcal{Z}, k \in \mathcal{K}} \theta \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad r(z)^T (x + \eta y_k) - \lambda (x_0 + \mu y_0^k) \geq \theta, \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}_k, \forall k \in \mathcal{K}, \\
& \quad x + y_k \leq B + x_0, \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}_k, \forall k \in \mathcal{K}, \\
& \quad c(z)^T (x + y_k) \leq B + x_0 + y_0^k, \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}_k, \forall k \in \mathcal{K},
\end{align*}$$

where $\mathcal{X} = \mathcal{Y} = \mathbb{R}_+ \times \{0, 1\}^N$, $y_0 = \{y_0^1, \ldots, y_0^K\}$, $y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_K\}$, $x_0$ and $y_0$ are the amounts of taken loan in the first- and second-stage, respectively. Moreover, $x_i$ and $y_i$ are the binary variables that indicate whether we invest in the $i$-th project in the first- and second-stage, respectively. The constrains $c(z)^T x \leq B + x_0$ ensure that for the first-stage, the expenditures are not more than the budget plus the loan taken before the realization of uncertainty.

**Test case.** Similarly as in [Subramanyam et al., 2019], the uncertainty set dimension $N_z$ is set to $N_z = 4$. The nominal cost vector $c^0$ is chosen uniformly at random from the set $[0, 10]^N$. Let $r^0 = c^0/5, B = e^T c^0/2$, and $\eta = 0.8$. The rows of the sensitivity matrices $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ are sampled uniformly from the $i$-th row vector, which is sampled from
We consider the two-stage version of the knapsack problem where the profit per item is uncertain. This formulation is also known as the unit simplex in $\mathbb{R}^{N^2}$. For determining the cost of the loans, we set $\lambda = 0.12$ and $\mu = 1.2$.

C.2 Shortest path

We consider the shortest path problem with uncertain arc weights as defined in [Subramanyam et al. 2019]. Let $G = (V, A)$ be a directed graph with nodes $V = \{1, \ldots, N\}$, arcs $A \subseteq V \times V$, and arc weights $d_{ij}(z) = (1 + z_{ij}/2)d^0_{ij}$, $(i, j) \in A$. Where $d^0_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}_+$ represents the nominal weight of the arc $(i, j) \in A$ and $z_{ij}$ denotes the uncertain deviation from the nominal weight. The uncertainty set is defined as

$$Z = \left\{ z \in [0,1]^{|A|} : \sum_{(i,j) \in A} z_{ij} \leq \Gamma \right\}.$$ 

This uncertainty set imposes that at most $\Gamma$ arc weights may maximally deviate from their nominal values. We need to find the shortest path from the source node $s$, to the sink node $t$ before observing the realized arc weights. This shortest problem can be formulated as an instance of the $K$-adaptability problem

$$\min_{y \in \mathcal{Y}} \\max_{z \in \mathcal{Z}} \min_{k \in \mathcal{K}} \\theta \\quad \text{s.t.} \quad d(z)^\top y_k \leq \theta, \quad \sum_{(j,i) \in A} y^k_{ji} - \sum_{(i,j) \in A} y^k_{ij} = 1_{\{j=s\}} - 1_{\{j=t\}}, \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}_k, \forall k \in \mathcal{K},$$

$$\sum_{j \in V} y^k_{ij} = 1, \quad \forall j \in V, \forall k \in \mathcal{K},$$

$$\mathcal{Y} \subseteq \{0,1\}^{|A|}.$$ 

Note that this problem contains only binary second-stage decisions and uncertainty in the objective function. The $K$-B&B algorithm, will find $K$ shortest paths from $s$ to $t$. After $z$ is observed, the path $y_k$ will be chosen if $z \in \mathcal{Z}_k$.

Normal test case. The coordinates in $\mathbb{R}^2$ for each vertex $i \in V$ are uniformly chosen at random from the region $[0, 10]^2$. The nominal weight of the arc $(i, j) \in A$ is the Euclidean distance between node $i$ and $j$. The source node $s$ and the sink node $t$ are defined to be the nodes with the maximum nominal distance between them. The $[0.9(N^2 - N)]$ arcs with the highest nominal weight will be deleted to define the arc set $A$. The budget of the uncertainty set $\Gamma$ is set to seven.

Sphere test case. The instances of this type have nodes that are spread over a sphere. This is done as follows. First, each node in the three-dimensional graph is sampled from the standard normal distribution and then normalized. The distance between node $i$ and $j$ is then derived by its spherical distance. To obtain this, first the euclidean distance $d_{ij}$ between node $i$ and $j$ is computed. Then, the arc sine of $d_{ij}/2$ is computed to get the spherical distance. The $[0.7(N^2 - N)]$ arcs with the highest nominal weight will be deleted in order to define the arc set $A$. The budget of the uncertainty set $\Gamma$ is set to seven.

C.3 Knapsack

We consider the two-stage version of the knapsack problem where the profit per item is uncertain. This formulation is based on that of [Buchheim and Kurtz 2017]. Let $N$ be the number of items, $p_i(z) = (1 - z_i/2)p^0_i$ the profit for item $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, where $p^0_i \in \mathbb{R}$ is the nominal profit value, $z_i$ is the deviation, $w \in \mathbb{R}^N$ is the weight vector, and $C = c \sum_{i=1}^N w_i$ is the total capacity of the knapsack with $c \in (0, 1)$. The uncertainty set is defined as

$$Z = \left\{ z \in [0,1]^N : \sum_{i=1}^N z_i \leq \Gamma \right\},$$

where $\Gamma = \gamma N$ and $\gamma \in (0, 1)$. This problem can be formulated as an instance of the $K$-adaptability problem

$$\max_{y \in \mathcal{Y}} \\min_{z \in \mathcal{Z}} \\min_{k \in \mathcal{K}} \\theta \quad \text{s.t.} \quad p(z)^\top y_k \geq \theta, \quad w^\top y_k \leq C, \quad \forall z \in \mathcal{Z}_k, \forall k \in \mathcal{K},$$

$$\forall k \in \mathcal{K},$$

$$\mathcal{Y} \subseteq \{0,1\}^N,$$ 

where $y_i$ is the decision of putting item $i$ in the knapsack.
**Test case.** The weight $w_i$ of each item $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ is uniformly chosen at random from $[1, 15]$ and the cost $c_i$ from $[100, 150]$. The values of $\epsilon$ and $\gamma$ are selected in the experiments section of the paper.

## D Parameter tuning

For both training the ML model (a random forest) and applying it to a problem, we have defined multiple parameters in STRATEGY MODEL and $K$-B&B-NODE SELECTION. The tuning of these parameters is explained in this section.

### D.1 Capital Budgeting

For each $K \in \{2, \ldots, 6\}$ we have trained five random forests: each for $\epsilon \in \{0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4\}$. We have first decided on the values of $\iota$ for generating training data. Problems become more complex when $K$ grows, which results in more time needed per dive. For tuning these parameters, we have generated training data by running the algorithm for two hours. Thus, we have fixed the parameter $T$ to two. In Table 5, for each combination of $K$ and $\iota \in \{2, 5, 10, 15\}$ the following information is shown: number of data points, number of searched instances $I$, and the average of $L^\text{train}$ reached per instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$\iota$ (in minutes)</th>
<th>$\epsilon$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(17284, 60, 9)</td>
<td>(1192, 24, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(37227, 60, 7)</td>
<td>(36510, 24, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(21572, 60, 5)</td>
<td>(21860, 24, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(22425, 60, 5)</td>
<td>(23830, 24, 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(17820, 60, 4)</td>
<td>(17544, 24, 5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have then selected per $K$ a value of $\iota$ that has high values of the number of data points, $I$ and $L^\text{train}$. Then, for each $\epsilon$, the dataset related to this value of $\iota$ has been trained. The accuracy of these models are given in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$\iota$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>0.971 0.988 0.971 0.988 0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>0.929 0.959 0.959 0.967 0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (5)</td>
<td>0.922 0.950 0.977 0.982 0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>0.958 0.937 0.967 0.975 0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (10)</td>
<td>0.937 0.952 0.968 0.974 0.984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above shows that $\epsilon$ does not influence the accuracy of the model. However, Figure 9 shows that the algorithm performs better when $\epsilon$ is very small. If we look at the density of success probabilities $p$ in Figure 26, we notice that the vast majority of data points have $p_n \approx 0$. These two observations indicate that any value of $p_n$ slightly higher than zero is special, and the corresponding node is considered as a good node to visit.
In the experiments section of the paper we noticed that high values of $L^{test}$ outperformed lower ones in the $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION algorithm. In Figure 27, we show the results for higher values of $L^{train}$ than the ones shown in Figure 9 for a fixed $\epsilon = 0.05$.

![Figure 26: Density of the success probability $p_n$ for each value of $K^{train}$.](image)

![Figure 27: Results of $K$-B&B with random dives and $K$-B&B-NODESELECTION with combinations of $K$ and bigger values of $L^{test}$.](image)

### D.2 Shortest path on a sphere

For the shortest path problem we also want to decide on the parameter $\epsilon$ per $K \in \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6\}$. We noticed that the total number of scenarios needed until a robust solution is found, is larger for shortest path than for capital budgeting. Therefore, the duration per training instance should increase. The range of the number of minutes is $\epsilon \in \{5, 10, 15, 20\}$. In Table 7, for each combination of $K$ and $\epsilon$ the number of data points, instances, and training level $L^{train}$ is given. For now, $T = 2$ is fixed.

#### Table 7: Generated training data info for combinations of $K$ and $\epsilon$. (num. data points, $I$, average $L^{train}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$\epsilon$ (in minutes)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>8290, 12, 9</td>
<td>9160, 8, 10</td>
<td>8494, 6, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>6726, 12, 6</td>
<td>9858, 8, 6</td>
<td>7506, 6, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>8496, 12, 6</td>
<td>7916, 8, 6</td>
<td>15872, 6, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>7415, 12, 5</td>
<td>12490, 8, 5</td>
<td>21110, 6, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>10794, 12, 5</td>
<td>18948, 8, 5</td>
<td>25788, 6, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have then selected per $K$ a value of $\epsilon$ that has high values of the number of data points, $I$ and $L^{train}$. Then, for each $\epsilon$ and $K$, the dataset related to this value of $\epsilon$ has been trained. See Table 8 for the accuracy of these models.
Table 8: Number of data points used for training and test accuracy of random forest for combinations of \( K \) (with best \( \epsilon \)) and hours spent for generating training data \( T \), given the threshold \( \epsilon = 0.05 \). (num. data points, test accuracy).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( K )</th>
<th>( \epsilon )</th>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>Num. data points</th>
<th>Test accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(6586, 0.955)</td>
<td>(9160, 0.946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(4170, 0.952)</td>
<td>(9858, 0.939)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(2828, 0.931)</td>
<td>(15872, 0.969)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(4790, 0.875)</td>
<td>(21110, 0.972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(13500, 0.948)</td>
<td>(18948, 0.916)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We noticed for the shortest path problem that more data points significantly increased the performance of the ML model on the algorithm. An overview of the chosen values of \( \epsilon \) and \( T \) (hours spend for getting training data) per \( K \) are given in Table 9.

Table 9: Chosen parameter combination for each \( K \). The values of \( \epsilon \) and \( L^{test} \) are fixed to 0.05 and \( \infty \), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( K )</th>
<th>( \epsilon )</th>
<th>( T )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The density of the success probabilities for the data points of shortest path are given in Figure 28. This is very similar as the density of capital budgeting (see Figure 26).

Figure 28: Density of the success probability \( p_n \) for each value of \( K^{train} \).
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\[ N_{test} = 10 \text{ and } N_{train} = 10 \]

\[ N_{test} = 20 \quad \text{and} \quad N_{train} = 10 \]

\[ N_{test} = 30 \text{ and } N_{train} = 10 \]

Figure 29: Comparison of results between \( K \)-B&B and \( K \)-B&B-NODESELECTION for 100 instances of the capital budgeting problem. In the first plot, the results of EXP1 and EXP2 are shown. In the second and third the results for EXP3 and EXP4 are done, for \( N_{test} \) equal to 20 and 30, respectively. The regions with shaded colour around the curves denote its 75% CI.
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$N^{\text{test}} = 20$ and $N^{\text{train}} = 20$

$N^{\text{test}} = 40$ and $N^{\text{train}} = 20$

$N^{\text{test}} = 60$ and $N^{\text{train}} = 20$

Figure 30: Comparison of results between $K$-B&B and $K$-B&B-NodeSelection for 100 instances of the shortest path problem on a sphere. In the first plot, the results of EXP1 and EXP2 are shown. In the second and third the results for EXP3 and EXP4 are done, for $N^{\text{test}}$ equal to 40 and 60, respectively. The regions with shaded colour around the curves denote its 75% CI.
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Figure 31: Results of the capital budgeting problem. The ML model that is used is trained on shortest path data.

Figure 32: Results of the shortest path problem. The ML model that is used is trained on capital budgeting data.